“It´s a poor sort of memory that only works backwards.”
Lewis Carroll, dixit “Queen of hearts”

“4 Swedish Nurses” is a theatre project that aims to question the mechanics of History-writing.
The writing of history is a process of highly selective reconstruction of features of the past. History is re-written and
modified because someone at some moment saw an interest in doing so. It is written and re-written whether it’s about
the “Universal” or “Personal” History, according to who is writing it, at what moment and for what purpose.
Without human utterance, whether on paper or oral, the past is silent and chaotic. If we are mute, the past is mute.
The past doesn’t speak itself; it must be evoked, and that evocation is inescapably selective.
Inevitably all historical writing contains elements of propaganda, where the story tries to influence the readers towards
a better interpretation by concealing a dark episode or perhaps in support of an ideology like nationalism, colonialism
- or moreover to justify a border that separates two territories. History and politics are closely interrelated, reflecting
a way of thinking and a way to see the world and a way to look upon “The Other”.
As a starting point for the project “4 Swedish Nurses”, we will use ourselves, where we are, here and now. Most of
us are foreigners living amongst foreigners, settled citizens, emigrants, immigrants and more or less privileged people.
We have an identity that we carry with us, on us, around us and most of all, towards “The Other”.
“4 swedish Nurses” is the second work of Ubik Group. We are investigating how we look upon, how we take in and
how we understand the reality that surrounds us.
Our first production featured a lonely man, forgotten by the world; Adam Krassovski. Isolated and shut up in what
resembled a laboratory, he was obsessed with saving everything in fear of losing control over his life and losing himself.
The play is formulated as a diary and reflects his inner thoughts. As opposed to this project, we are now looking for
more open grounds. Instead of telling the small, personal story we want to link our exploration to the bigger global
story, and also how one relates to what is “at home” and “away”.
By doing a kind of “archeological excavation” into the memory-materials that we carry with us, we can extirpate the
skeleton that the mechanism of history writing is built up with. A large construcion made of small pieces that are linked
together with fiction and reality.
These are the mechanisms we are intrested to explore, an “objective” view of what’s on the other side of the borders,
in foreign territory and on “the Other”.
2. Five narratives
The project began during the Flemish festival “Bâtard”, which took place at the Beursschouwburg in October
2012. Ubik group presented a work in progress related to the festival’s main topic : ”Mapping the city – Linguistic or
Communitary Frontiers”.
Ubik group is a theatre company without a fixed number of members : the composition of the group depends on the
projects we are working on.
“Four Nurses” includes three Swedish, one Belgian and one Polish actor. We want to use our own experiences in
relation to topics as travelling, home versus abroad, language, and everything that has to do with the idea of
movement. It generates five different narratives from one single event. By switching the point of view, the story is
experienced as a completely new one. On scene, we want to show how the writing of history can be used to manipulate the reality - sometimes into a pure invention and delusion.

3. Myth and reality
We will be using one of the most fundamental travelogue in the western literature as a central inspiration : the Odyssey
and Odysseus; a journey that seems to continue to travel all the way into our age. Homer’s epic poem has inspired
numerous writers, but it is primarily the Swedish writer Eyvind Johnson’s paraphrase, Return to Ithaca: The Odyssey
Retold as a Modern Novel, that interests us.
The novel is divided in three parts. The first is focusing on Odysseus, the second on Penelope and the third is about
Telemachos. Three points of views, three strands that partly intersects and finally pulls together in the end. This creates
a concurrency between the different events and gives the reader a possibility to see the whole picture simultaneously,
with all its complications. The novel also gives an example on how a myth is created and how a course of events that is
being told can be distorted : Odysseus tells his story to the Phaeacians but instead of telling the naked truth, he bases
the story on the expectations that his audience have. The reader then follows Odysseus’ inner monologue as he goes
along with his cock-and-bull story : in reality, the “Cyclops” was nothing but a volcanic island and the “Sirens” merely a
girls’ choir practising. But the audience wants a capturing story with fantastic and supernatural features; they want their
conception of the world to be confirmed - so what is he to do? In the role of the storyteller, Odysseus becomes the
ingratiated servant to the audience rather than a person who is telling the truth (being too coward - or too considerate?) - to crush the audiences’ expectations.
Return to Ithaca... tells us about the power of the myth when it comes to the forming and reproduction of mindsets and
moral codes. Myth is constantly created. Parallels that spring to mind are the conquistadors’ quest for El Dorado, the
colonisation of Africa or the sexual liberation. Not to mention the capitalist success-story called “The American Dream”
that has shaped the way of life of the North American middle class.
These narratives have been created by man, but as well as man influences the stories, the stories influences man in
the sense that they form and put guidelines for the world-view of a certain culture. This interaction creates a collective
conscious dictating what people should find desirable and precious.
4. The City
The symbol of “The Nurse” often stands for security, caring and also, in a former image, stereotyped as clean,
white and smiling. Moreover, a fantasy that one can find in a Playboy Magazine. The Nurse is also a scenic image;
everybody recognizes the white clothes with the red cross. In past time, the nurse was also linked to the image of the
patriotanism of missionary Christians.
The story of the nurses begins when they arrive at their destination, which is back “home”. It is from this point that they
will tell the story how they got from “there” to “here”. A journey that embraces a museum of contemporary history images and show-cases with fragments of memories. This is the place to discover society - the history - in shape of
clichés, stereo-types, fears or believes that justifiy oppression and violence.
The structure builds, as earlier mentioned, upon a paraphrase on the Odyssey, which constitute a background pattern
for the play.
If Eyvind Johnson emphazises on the psychological part of Odysseus, then James Joyce bases his paraphrase on the
epic poem with a socio-realistic point of view. He chronicles the passage of Leopold Bloom, alias “Ulysses”, through
Dublin during an ordinary day, 16th of June 1904. Instead of the noble figures in the work of Homer, J Joyce chooses to
depict ordinary persons. By describing in detail the daily life of Bloom as he moves through Dublin, the story becomes
a symbol of the actual life of all modern day people. The City, which is the frame to the journey of Bloom could be
any city; it becomes THE city in past and coming time.
Maybe it is not necessary to use exotic or adventurous places to make a journey of exploration, the “tiny” , the
ordinary and what is just next to us is enough. During the preparation of Bâtard Festival, ”Mapping the city – Linguistic
or Communitary Frontiers”, our five nurses explored Brussels by doing a “trip” through the the city centre. The journey
was then re-told as a “work in progress” performance. We visited “our” city where we live and work as explorers from
a foreign country. After having processed the text material, putting on “filters” and “translating” the text into pictograms,
the characteristics of Brussels disappeared. It could have been anywhere, a small village in the jungles of Borneo, an
island in the Caribbean sea, or high up somewhere in the Alps... The ordinary, the well-known became through another
point of view exotic, exciting, strange and sometimes even a little bit dangerous.

5: Dramaturgy
As pre-process introducing the production, we have already carried out several research periods, at the Bâtard
Festival and L’L (a residency for young artists).
Thanks to this material, we are now able to focus on and question what we have collected. Frontiers are a central point
in the writing of history, as a political construction, a pattern that shapes our identity, but also influences the vision we
have on the so-called “Other”.
Production and dramaturgy go hand in hand with the creation of the play. From a given text, we enrich the
performance with specific details, pictures, and historical events from the place we are performing at. To us, this is a
manner to confront the local history with the global one, and also to deal with the way the frontiers of a city, the
different areas, are influenced by different concepts such as nationality, migration, power, and political ideologies.
Every step of the production, such as directing, technical interventions, dramaturgy, etc, is a collective work.
The members of the group are also an example of congregating people standing at and in between different types
of borders, both as individuals in society and as actors in the project we are developing. We want to create a performance clearly linked to a local context, from the exact point where we’ll be. The central topic is a journey told by five
voices telling an Odyssey of a homecoming. The dynamic of the play will be in the distribution of these five voices and
their stories. The dramaturgy is developed through this journey, permeated by the underlying disturbing problem of
how history is written.
6. The Stage
Beata Szparagowskas projected photos will serve as the only decor and source of light on the set. The images are
going to constitute a way of travelling without moving, suggesting without illustrating. Moreover, it is a way to bring the
set alive and to inject a feeling of reality in the fiction.
The pictures will be photographed from the location where we perform and then mixed with “exotic” places. A strange
cocktail between, for example, Liege in Belgium and the rainforest of Amazonas. The purpose is to make the ordinary
and the homely disturbingly peculiar, odd and curious. The jungle, combined with the neighbours’ white fenced garden,
turns the ordinary and familiar into something new, almost unknown. What used to be familiar tells us another story.
The text is based on translations and the relation between different linguistic expressions. Our purpose is to find a quick,
clear and humurous way to translate written text on stage. The spoken languages are English, Swedish, Polish, Dutch,
French, Danish and Norwegian; a kind of Nordic Creole. We use pictograms as subtitles, the same that are widely
used to indicate public toilets, or places such as airports and train stations. The subtitles in shape of pictograms then
becomes a sort of a “universal comic-strip” (see page 9 for an example).
The combination of what is told verbally and the pictograms gives additional dimensions to the story : a strange
“reading between the lines”. Moreover it is a concrete link between the five different versions that each Nurse has of
the “event that occured”. What really happened during the journey home will be unfolded and clarified step by step
in the pictograms.
The narrative is balanced between the real experience (the place where we are), and the journey home (the fiction);
a reconstruction of a situation in different levels.
The text is presented in different forms and expressions on the edge and intersection between fiction, theatre and
reality. The projections help to tune in with the atmosphere that ranges from ordinary to unfamiliar, to strangeness,
aversion or hospitality.
7. Structure
The five different narratives put together is a travel story alluding to the Odyssey. By creating a modern reinterpretation of the epic poem we use as a starting point the place we left behind us (the Trojan war in the Odyssey). From that
point, five different stories will be developed; five different points of views relating to the journey back home.
It all ends up with a new interpretation of the reality, a story reflecting the collective memory : a new written story.
The final outcome is that we return back home, but what is really the meaning of “home”?

The cast of characters could be the following :
Nurse 1 Odysseus or Bloom, the one who is telling the story.
Nurse 2 Telemakhos or Stephen, the one who is looking for something.
Nurse 3 Penelope or Molly, the one who is waiting for something.
Nurse 4 Cyclope, or Citizen, the one who does not want to see.
Nurse 5 Kirke or Cissy Caffrey, the one who is hallucinating.
The performance starts with a projection of a red circle where it is written: “You are here/U bent hier”. The nurses enters
the stage in a golfcart : From far the most efficient vehicle to travel a long distance...
Nurse 1 (to the audience) : “Now we know why we are here.”
An image is projected, a mix between for example the hills of Rwanda and the “but de Lion”in Waterloo. Only it could
be any city in the world, just some details makes it recognizable and vaguely familiar. (In preparation, we have visited
the city where the performance takes place, taken pictures and collected information, interviewed people and
collected anecdotes... This is where Reality and Fiction weaves together : The framework of the text deals with the
topics that we are working on, such as home/abroad, borders and how we look upon “the other” but we also feeds
the text material with the information gathered during our “fieldtrip”. The goal is to create a feeling of uncanny familiarity; to recognize but at the same time make the story exotic.
Nurse 1: We got a letter. We are not supposed to talk about it. We recieved an order to go there, to this place. It was
a top secret mission, but it is our duty to tell about it.
Nurse 2: It wasn´t really a trip. It was more like relocation. I just did what I was told to do. We were looking for something.
Nurse 3: But the request implied a totally free and voluntary sacrifice from our part.
Nurse 1: What you see here is the place where we have been.
Nurse 2: Ja, it was the day it was raining so much that they had to relocate us.
Nurse 3: Yes, they said that they did not want to be disturbed.
Nurse 1: It wasn´t really the rain that made it happen, but what came afterwards.
Nurse 4: Afterwards? But nothing happened after that.
Nurse 5: Everything happened after that...
The five versions of the journey begin, and in the same way Bloom wandered the streets of Dublin, each nurse tells
her/his version of his/her Odyssey through the city. We use the pictograms as subtitles, and these are telling, in their
own way, the whole story and little by little what really happened will be unfolded and clarified. What the pictograms
actually show is that each version told by the nurses is just a subjective, blurry sometimes delirious and sometimes just
mad reflection of the truth.
8. Audience :
We turn to a local audience, international and multilingual. Our intention with the play is to awaken awarness on how
we relate to “The Other”, what is “different” from ourselves and also on our own identity in relation to a specific place
we call “home”.
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An example of Pictogram Subtitles :

Nu weten we waarom we
hier zijn!

We got a letter.

Ils nous ont demandé de
partir là bas.

It wasn’t really a trip.

It was more like relocation.

J’ai juste fais ce qu’on m’as dit
de faire.

Det var den dagen det
regnade så mycket.

It wasn´t really the rain that Afterwards? But nothing hapmade it happen, but what pened afterwards!
came afterwards.

Det var hemligt.

But it is our duty to tell about it.

Vi letade efter någonting.

